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The application of lean to the world of ISD should
create a set of common, effective, and efficient
processes for the entire ISD process that spans
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These lean-ISD processes would allow for
•

Dividing the ISD project efforts across multiple T&D organizations, locations, and personnel
while ensuring that all of the T&D pieces will fit
together for a seamless learner experience and for improved T&D “back office” management of administration, deployment and main- EPPIC’s Guy W. Wallace, CPT
tenance

•

Planning and managing predictable projects with predictable schedules
and resource consumption...peoples’ time and out-of-pocket costs

•

The development of both shareable and unique T&D Modules (T&D product subassemblies) that are components of a systems view of the entire
T&D product line

•

The reuse, with little or no customization required, of the T&D products
and subassemblies for various target audiences from across the organization

•

The involvement and collaboration of both upstream suppliers and downstream customers

— Guy W. Wallace, CPT

• Group Facilitation of
the PACT and EPPI
Processes
— Guy W. Wallace, CPT

• The Soft Side of Six
Sigma –part 1 of 2
— Joe Kilbride

• Business Process
Trends Introduction
— Guy W. Wallace, CPT

• The 74th CAD Project
— Guy W. Wallace, CPT

This and over 7 years of
EPPIC and CADDI newsletters
are available as PDF files on
the EPPIC web site under the
Resources tab at:

EPPIC’s PACT Processes for T&D operate at three levels of design (see the 3
on the next page and the PACT graphic on page 26), much as many engineering design methods operate for any “engineered product.” We see T&D,
learning (“e” or otherwise), and knowledge products for knowledge management systems (KMS) as “engineered products.”

www.eppic.biz
(Continued on page 2)
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My Point Is

Lean Your Instructional Approaches for ROI
(Continued from page 1)

What’s an engineered product in the enterprises today? It is one that is designed to meet the customers’ functional requirements and uses, meet or exceed customer expectations, is robust to use and misuse (within limits), and is
designed for lowering the “total costs to produce” over it’s entire life-cycle. It is
designed for “the x’s” in the life-cycle.” What are “the x’s” the life-cycle? They
include

...an engineered
product ...is one
that is designed
to meet the customers’ functional requirements and uses,
meet or exceed
customer expectations, is robust
to use and misuse (within limits), and is designed for lowering the “total
costs to produce”
over it’s entire
life-cycle.
It is designed for
“the x’s” in the
life-cycle.”

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Performance impact
Manufacturability
Reuse
Inventory
Administration
Maintenance
Discontinuance
“Total” return on investment (ROI) and “total” economic value add (EVAÒ)

1 - Systems/Architectural Design is where the entire product line is designed
(based on appropriate analysis) to work as a system. It is at this level the product line is optimized and where critical trade-off decisions are made. Segmenting the system into pieces is but one end goal among many for the systems
engineer; segmenting it so that it lowers costs over the entire life-cycle. Sometimes you need to actually invest more for your “first costs” to lower “total lifecycle costs.”
2 - Product Design is where a product, a subset of the system targeted for its
predicted value or return, is designed and developed to work as a component
of the system. Product design of a building works this way; so does the design
of an automobile, a word processing program, and an engineering course on
radio frequency.
3 - Component Design is where the subassemblies of the product are designed. Component design of a classroom works this way; so does the design
of an automobile engine, the copy and paste function, and the overview of systems and products were radio frequency engineering techniques are applied.
What is the return value of designing T&D products for the “x’s?” Or “e” learning or knowledge products? The same as for any other engineered products
that have a reasonable “life-cycle” and little for those of a short life expectancy. In some cases, certainly not all, the return value can be enormous. Go
after those! But for some cases, it is negative; negative when the return is exceeded by the investment. Avoid those!
Happy holidays and my best wishes for you and yours
to have a great and safe New Year!
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Pursuing Performance is for the leaders, managers, and individual
contributors of those business functions, systems and processes
that ensure that the right human knowledge, skills and attributes
are available in a timely, efficient and effective manner in support of
the enterprise processes.
For you we offer our insights and many examples of our integrated
concepts, models, methods, tools and techniques regarding our
PACT Processes for T&D, our T&D Systems View, and our Enterprise Process Performance Improvement methods. Use! Enjoy!

Note: Formatted for a 2-page spread/booklet format.

Eugene S. Wilson
Dean of Admissions, Amherst

Only the curious will learn and only the resolute
overcome the obstacles to learning. The quest
quotient has always excited me more than the
intelligence quotient.

Elliott Jaques
(1917-2003)

Leaders create an environment in which everyone
has the opportunity to do work which matches his
potential capability and for which an equitable
differential reward is provided.
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For Your Tool/Technique Kit

Group Facilitation of PACT/EPPI Efforts
By Guy W. Wallace, CPT
Introduction
This article is intended to share my learnings from my 20+ years of group facilitation, in my PACT and Targeting EPPI projects.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

The PACT Processes are a set of lean-ISDSM methodologies and processes
that require a skillful facilitator to drive group processes for analysis and design purposes. Targeting EPPI is a front-end improveGo Slow to Go Fast
ment methodology, where the Analysis efforts are both
Be Declarative
an overlap and extension of PACT’s Analysis methods.
Write and Post Stuff
Redundancy by Design
Key Communications
Behavioral Types
Review and Previews
Write It Down and then
Discuss
Use of Humor
Controlling the Process
and Participants
Legibility Rules for the
Flip Chart Pages
Beware of Group Think
and Push Back

The style of facilitation required in PACT and EPPI is not
the more typical laid-back style of “sideline process
coaching.” It is more proactive, deliberate, driven, and
leading (where and when possible and appropriate). It is
intended to accelerate a group of individuals selected
for a specific purpose with generating a specific set of
data in a specific format.
In PACT/EPPI the facilitators own the process, while the
team being facilitated owns the content. That’s why
each party is on the payroll and in the room that particular day.

Facilitator Guidelines and Rules Overview

The style of
facilitation
required in PACT
and EPPI is not
the more typical
laid-back style of
“sideline process
coaching.”

The following are the general guides and rules I’ve created for transferring my
PACT and EPPI methods to my clients. This approach to group facilitation is
not always the right approach anytime facilitation is required. You must first
determine the situational lay of the land and then decide if you should be
proactive (even confrontational, if required) or reactive and more laid back in
your approach with the group. There are many judgment calls required by the
PACT Process facilitator. Thinking on your feet is just one of the “all-day-long”
requirements.
The general guides for facilitating the PACT and EPPI Processes include:

1. Go Slow to Go Fast
We forget to front-end load our meetings. We typically do a poor job in pre(Continued on page 5)
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(Continued from page 4)

senting, discussing, and rationalizing our ultimate objectives, our desired
meeting outcomes, the meeting process and methods we intend to employ,
and the roles and responsibilities for each person in the process, etc. We
don’t carefully get everyone on board before we take off. And then we pay
dearly in costly, inefficient work and the downstream rework.
We seem to feel that because we (or someone else) said it once, and therefore the intent of the message was sufficiently conveyed, that we’re done
with that and it’s time to do the deep dive and get on with it! Yikes is right.
Go slow to go fast. You’ll be surprised at how fast you can actually go if you
don’t have to keep slowing down to revisit topics and issues already covered.
Don’t go too fast and risk not getting everyone on board.

2. Be Declarative
Be strong. If your job is to facilitate a process to a certain set of outcomes,
then declare yourself to/for the group. Tell them (assuming you are in charge
of the meeting and the process and are responsible for assisting in getting
the group outputs/outcomes out) what’s what and who’s who. Describe the
process and the products of your process. Declare your intentions!

We don’t carefully
get everyone on
board before we
take off. And then
we pay dearly in
costly, inefficient
work and the
downstream
rework.

Tell the group what they will do, how you plan to get them there, which hoops
you’ll collectively be jumping through, which ones are on fire, etc. Be declarative!

3. Write and Post Stuff
Regardless of whether it’s words, diagrams, or charts that can best capture
the essence of the team conversation, just don’t stand around while people
(including yourself) are talking. Write or chart it on the flip chart paper and
make it visible!
If you leave things said as nebulous thoughts floating about in the air in the
room, you have not given others a chance to visualize, self-inspect, critique,
and fix what it is they are talking about. Then post it; don’t bury it by flipping
to a new clean page. Keep everything visible. Rip it off and post it!

4. Redundancy by Design
All marketers know that for a message to penetrate the psyche of the receiver and convey the intent of the message, it will need to be repeated . . .
and repeated . . . and repeated.

...post it; don’t
bury it by flipping
to a new clean
page.
Keep everything
visible. Rip it off
and post it!

Enough said. I don’t think so. If you’ve said it once, you’ll probably need to
repeat it again.
(Continued on page 6)
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For Your Tool/Technique Kit

Group Facilitation of PACT/EPPI Efforts
(Continued from page 5)

5. Key Communications Behavioral Types

TU– Testing
Understanding is
when you make
statements or ask
questions for the
purpose of testing
out what you think
you’ve just heard
or what you think
you know.
Most of us know
this as “active
listening.”

1. Giving
Information
2. Seeking
Information
3. Testing
Understanding/
Summarizing
4. Defend/Attack

The singular most powerful insight I have ever gained in my evolution as a
facilitator was due to my exposure to a “communications behavioral model”
from both a “Win-Win Negotiating” and a “SPIN®” sales training course from
Huthwaite, Inc. that I was most fortunate to be involved with in 1981 while at
Motorola Training & Education Center (MTEC—the forerunner of Motorola University).
Without going into their entire model, I gleaned four key verbal communication behavior types. I almost always self-categorize my own verbal expressions into these four, even as I say them. And I typically “see” others’ verbal
expressions falling into these categories, even as they speak!
The four types are
1. Giving Information
2. Seeking Information
3. Testing Understanding/Summarizing
4. Defend/Attack
-Giving Information
The “Giving Information” (GI) communication behavior is very straightforward,
but important. You are giving information, which is not good if you are supposed to be finding things out! You may need to first give some information
before you “find things out,” but you should soon be shifting gears into the
next type.
-Seeking Information
The “Seeking Information” (SI) communication behavior also is simple. It’s
typically in question form, either open or closed, depending on what you’re
looking to accomplish.
-Testing Understanding/Summarizing
The “Testing Understanding/Summarizing” (TU/S) behavior is actually a combination of two, but I often combine them to simplify their use. However, they
are different.
TU is when you make statements or ask questions for the purpose of testing
out what you think you’ve just heard or what you think you know. Most of us
know this as “active listening.”
(Continued on page 8)
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What reviewers have said about:

lean-ISD
Randy Kohout, Vice President of
Organization Capability at Fireman’s
Fund wrote,
“I’ve found lean-ISD to be a very
useful reference tool and resource. After having been involved with Guy Wallace on a large-scale application of the
methodology at my last firm, I’ve taken
on several recent projects in my new
company using many of the methods,
tools, and templates of Guy Wallace’s
PACT Processes for Training & Development.
The book is designed so that I was
able to quickly access the information I
needed to provide my clients with practical, timely, and quality approaches to
tackling their business issues.
I highly recommend this book as a
guide for business professionals challenged by either training and development, learning, knowledge management, or human competence development projects.”

Recipient
of
ISPI’s 2002
Award of Excellence
for

Instructional
Communication

The lean-ISD book is available at
Amazon.com
for $50.00 plus s&h

lean-ISD describes in great
detail the
PACT Processes
for T&D

P erformance-based
A ccelerated
C ustomer-/Stakeholder-driven
T raining & Development
SM

©2002 EPPIC, Inc.
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For Your Tool/Technique Kit

Group Facilitation of PACT/EPPI Efforts
(Continued from page 6)

One of the better ways to do a TU is to paraphrase what was said. Putting it
into another set of words, rather than simply parroting it back just as you
heard it, allows the sender to better check your receipt of their message. If
you parrot it back, all we know is that you remember the words. The further
your paraphrasing takes the original words away from the words you use, the
easier it is to test for understanding.
No matter how it
starts, it usually
degenerates into a
D/A spiral that
won’t end until
someone
interrupts the
spiral.

-Defend/Attack
The “Defend/Attack” (D/A) behavior is also a combo. The D is typically in response to a real or perceived A. No matter how it starts, it usually degenerates into a D/A spiral that won’t end until someone interrupts the spiral. The
best interruption is a TU/S behavior—something on the order of, “So you’re
saying that this proactive facilitator stuff is just a bunch of hooey, and that
the author must be a real jerk to perpetuate this garbage by committing it to
paper and then disseminating it to the public?” (This is what, a TU or an S?)

6. Review and Previews
I start and restart every new day of a multi-day meeting, any mid-meeting
process change, and the return from every meeting break with a “review/
preview.” Some might call it a progress check. How are we doing, is everyone
comfortable with what we have captured, etc.?

“Write down the
first thing that
someone says!”

The review/previews are the time and place for blowing off steam and airing
any and all frustrations. Remember, it’s either done on your schedule or
theirs. You can try to stop it, but I bet you often won’t be able to stop it at all.
You may only make it worse. You may be able to control this to your advantage, but only if you try. It is often, but not always, yours to control.

7. Write It Down and then Discuss
One of my first rules or guidelines to new facilitators is
“Write down the first thing that someone says!”
Turn words floating in the air into something black and white (depending, of
course, on your paper and pen color). This almost always forces a reaction
from the remaining members of the group you are facilitating.

8. Use of Humor
Humor, done right, sets the stage. The message to be sent by humor (and
can be said out loud to be declarative) is that while our goal is serious, let’s
(Continued on page 9)
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(Continued from page 8)

not take ourselves too seriously. Let’s loosen up a bit.
Self-deprecating humor is best. It offends no one, because you (the facilitator) are the butt of all/most of it.

9. Controlling the Process and Participants
The facilitator can never let one individual, or a small group within the larger
group, dominate the meeting.
The best thing to do if this begins to happen to you is to thank the person for
their input and then ask someone else for theirs. Then shift your style to aim
specific questions at specific individuals. “Bob what do you think the next set
of tasks are for this output?”
Take the offenders aside at the next break and explain that you need a balance of inputs to ensure a consensus is forming. While you appreciate their
contributions, you hope they understand what you’re doing. Usually they get
the message and back off. Maybe they’ll need another reminder or two.
Sometimes none of these tactics work.

10. Legibility Rules for the Flip Chart Pages
Another of my favorite rules is
“Neatness does not count, legibility does.”
Maybe it just suits my personality best, being somewhat messy. Those that
know me usually think differently. I’m a very structured person—I love structure and hate chaos. But once I get on a roll with the group, or more importantly, once they get on a roll, I don’t take a lot of time to write down their inputs/responses so carefully that I slow them down. I try to write fast.
In fact, I write so fast and furiously that I have to make sure I don’t violate the
legibility rule that means so much to whomever has to word-process my work
afterward. Even when I have word-processed my charts later, I have found
that I was not always able to recall what the words were in my attempt to
clean up my own mess.
So if you can’t do both, at least be legible if not always neat!

I write so fast and
furiously that I
have to make sure
I don’t violate the
legibility rule that
means so much to
whomever has to
word-process my
work afterward.
Even when I have
word-processed
my charts later, I
have found that I
was not always
able to recall what
the words were in
my attempt to
clean up my own
mess.

11. Beware of Group Think and Push Back
Group think is a danger. It is usually caused by one or more variables.
A single dominant participant who intimidates everyone else
(Continued on page 10)
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For Your Tool/Technique Kit

Group Facilitation of PACT/EPPI Efforts
(Continued from page 9)

Multiple dominant participants who are aligned
Sometimes this is a high-level manager to whom most everyone else in the
room reports
A docile, lazy group easily dominated and that doesn’t want to work too hard

12. Assigning Parking Lot Valets
...and use a “parking lot” for issues that arise that may not be timely in a very
structured process. Post a flip chart on the wall and write “Issue Parking Lot”
or something similar on the top, and then add things that are premature or
we don’t ever intend to address in the meeting, so as not to forget them. At
the end of the meeting, or sooner as appropriate, address them and close
them out. Those that remain open will have to be addressed and resolved
some other time and some other way.

Summary
The rules and guidelines of proactive/confrontational facilitation for the PACT
Processes for T&D, and other applications too numerous to be named here,
include:

1. Go Slow to Go Fast
2. Be Declarative
3. Write and Post Stuff
4. Redundancy by Design
5. Key Communications Behavioral Types
6. Review and Previews
7. Write It Down and then Discuss
8. Use of Humor
9. Controlling the Process and Participants
10. Legibility Rules for the Flip Chart Pages
11. Beware of Group Think and Push Back
12. Assigning Parking Lot Valets
Good luck and good facilitating!
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What others have said about:

T&D Systems View
“T&D Systems View is an excellent resource for anyone with a management role in training. The book
has useful guidelines and models on
how to structure and manage the
T&D function.
The models should drive meaningful discussions that lead to better
decisions about the roles, responsibilities, and relationships of the enterprise’s leadership, T&D as a function, and T&D’s internal customers.”
— Judith Hale, Ph.D.
Hale Associates

Book available at
Amazon.com and ISPI.org
for $25.00 plus s&h
and a 10% discount for ISPI member at ISPI.org

“If you are not actively controlling the critical components of your
T&D efforts, then they are by definition out of control. T&D Systems
View provides an extremely comprehensive overview of all of the processes that contribute to a successful T&D system.
Guy Wallace then takes the next step by showing you how to select those processes that are most critical to the success of your organization and how to get them under control before someone else
does it for you. This is a must read for anyone interested in more
closely aligning the T&D function with the organization’s strategy.”
— George West
Siemens Building Technologies, Inc.
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An opinion...

What Are the Major “Opportunities” with ISD Today?
ISD — Instructional Systems Design

What Are the Major Opportunities with ISD Today?
Many. Varied. Significant for some. Opportunities as in “problems to address.”
Too often we, in our consulting practice, continue to see the following problem/opportunities. These issues greatly impact the “life-cycle costs” for ISD products, those T&D/learning products/knowledge products which we will refer to as T&D, as in, “training and development.” The issues are:
•

Blanketing versus targeting ISD efforts – Too often the focus is on providing T&D oppor-

tunities for everyone. By not getting aligned with the enterprise leadership and working on specific, critical strategic and operational needs, sharing with the customer and leadership stakeholders, and forcing the tough decisions regarding priorities and resource allocations, ISD efforts and resources are
wasted on low-value projects, with little chance for significant ROI for the shareholders.

•

Performance Impact – performance is often understood in the most generic terms, perhaps
driven by a generic competency model, which is true enough on the surface, but won’t get most people
to superior performance levels. Generic models cause ISD’ers to create generic products, with little
chance at real impact back on-the-job. Communications skills, presentation skills, or problem solving
skills apply very differently for shop floor workers, their bosses, the sales force, the process engineers,
the ISD’ers, and the company lawyers and accountants. One-size-fits-all products don’t have a prayer of
impact compared to targeted content (with perhaps some shareable components/objects). The costs of
lost opportunity of really impacting on-the-job performance, because the content and design did not focus ultimately on someone’s real job performance requirements, can be significant.

•

Reuse of content – too often instructional content is not designed to increase sharing where appropriate, and for nonsharing when unique content is needed. Even in multiple targeted communications skills training products for varied audiences there are common content pieces/chunks/objects.
The costs for not improving reuse capability due to how T&D gets designed; and to do so without
“watering” the content down to some vanilla extract that again, doesn’t duly impact performance, are
also significant and can result in significant additional costs to the enterprise. Imagine if your car didn’t
share any components with the cars built by your manufacturer; you wouldn’t be able to afford it because their cost to produce it would be significantly higher. Remember the “platform” design approach
that helped save Chrysler in the 1980s?

•

Development – the costs for developing content are artificially too high due to a lack of available,

or reluctance to use, standard but flexible ISD process, content configuration rules, tools, and templates, and to employ a rationale content reuse strategy and approach. The end result of not doing that
is inadvertent but unavoidable redundant content development efforts that will cause higher “first

(Continued on page 13)
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costs” than necessary and will lead to higher “life-cycle costs,” some of which are explained in the next
4 issues.
•

Inventory – the costs for storing and retrieving content are too high due to lack of a rational, logical
“Dewey decimal system” for products and their subassemblies, much like the bar coding SKU (stock
keeping unit) schemes in place everywhere in our daily, personal lives. If content exists within your current, total product line, can anyone find it quickly for reuse or maintenance?

•

Administration – the costs are too high for communications/marketing, registration, scheduling
(for those T&D products needing to be scheduled), or ordering (for those T&D products that need to be
ordered) because the product line of T&D for any target audience is overlapped, gapped, and a mess in
general, and it is hard to present as a unified system of instruction.

•

Deployment – the costs to deploy the T&D are often too high given the probable returns; and recently when the cheaper, total “e” learning strategy has failed to produce results (for the buyers) we
now find ourselves back to a more blended approach, that still too often focuses on low-hanging fruit
content that won’t move performance levels higher at an adequate ROI.

•

Maintenance – the de-centralized ISD systems and processes that typically exist, including the
lack of design rules and tools, and the lack of a rationale inventory scheme, will drive up the costs for
keeping content up-to-date. But if the content isn’t really improving performance anyway, maybe it’s better left hidden with the hope that any subsequent effort may get luckier; just don’t share that with the
shareholders.

These issues greatly impact the “life-cycle costs” for ISD products: T&D/learning products/knowledge
products. While there is “a bevy” of IT tools in the marketplace today to address some of these ISD issues
(such as LMS, CMS, and LCMS) they are too often “open data warehouses” for data that you can configure anyway you want to. Again, this permits wide variation to exist, and can ultimately destroy projected
ROI.
“Having it your way,” for each ISD’er with their unique approach to ISD, keeps the barn door open and the
horses running free. The engineering community addressed this decades ago and “closed the barn door”
with CAD/CAM systems (computer aided design/computer aided manufacturing). Additionally, standard
parts inventories, design rules, and other tools and templates helped them speed design and ensure
greater quality of those designs.
Life-cycle costs include “first costs.” T&D first costs include those costs incurred for developing T&D. And
we mean “all costs” associated with T&D development. “All costs” are the incremental costs incurred for
“having done something” and take away from the profit on the bottom line. Build it and they will come,
but at a cost.
And the life-cycle costs include the costs for administering, deploying, and maintaining T&D; these too
can be significant. And if your up-front ISD processes allowed you to inadvertently build redundant content, then the life-cycle costs multiply even faster and deplete the bottom line greater. Remember, a dollar not spent falls directly to the bottom line.

Address these ISD opportunities for the sake of the shareholders, for the ROI!
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Key Factors in Managing Organization-Wide Change Efforts

The Soft Side of Six Sigma
By Joe Kilbride
Introduction
Many organizations today are dedicating significant resources to systematic
improvement approaches such as Six Sigma, Lean Manufacturing, High Reliability Organization, etc. The “hard side” of such programs, i.e., the tools and
methods, are widely known and well understood. For example, most Six
Sigma approaches use some form of the DMAIC methodology summarized in
the table on the next page.
(From www.isixsigma.com)

Start at the Top

For 20 years Joe
Kilbride has
been helping
owners,
executives,
managers and
teams improve
their key business
results by
exploring strategy
options,
clarifying
priorities,
assessing
organizational
capabilities,
measuring
performance,
solving difficult
problems, and
improving key
business
processes.

·Starting Point – Experience indicates that you must start at the top, but two
different starting points for a major improvement initiative can be effective:
1- Start in a business unit, and use these results as proof of concept for an
organization-wide implementation. This can succeed if the Business Unit
leader has a burning platform and is willing to commit. The results achieved
can make the approach easier to sell at the corporate level. One difficulty
with this approach is that within 1-2 years, a business unit will begin to have
difficulty making significant improvements, because many of the remaining
opportunities will involve other business units and/or be at the boundaries of
the Business Unit leader’s control.
2- Start at the CEO level if he/she is committed to the approach and understands that evidence from other organizations indicates Six Sigma only fails
when there is a lack of management will. Often CEOs will be convinced
through discussions with peers at other companies, and by actual results
from other organization’s successful implementations.
Senior Leaders Role – Regardless of the starting point, the role of the senior
leader(s) in the organization or unit launching the initiative requires changing
the normal ways of doing business. Key approaches for doing so include:
•

Articulate the Burning Platform– It is necessary for the CEO, his direct
(Continued on page 15)
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reports, and each successive level of the organization to perceive the need
for significant change. This is often referred to as the business case, or
“burning platform.” The CEO and senior team are often aware of the issues
facing the organization, but must work to develop a full awareness of the
need for change throughout the organization.

6σ

(Continued on page 16)

Phase
Define

Measure

Analyze

Improve

Control

Description
Define project goals & customer (internal and external) deliverables:
• Define Customers and Requirements (CTQs)
• Develop Problem Statement, Goals and Benefits
• Identify Champion, Process Owner and Team
• Define Resources and Evaluate Key Organizational Support
• Develop Project Plan and Milestones
• Develop High Level Process Map
Measure to determine current performance and quantify the problem:
• Define Defect, Opportunity, Unit and Metrics
• Detailed Process Map of Appropriate Areas
• Develop Data Collection Plan
• Validate the Measurement System
• Collect the Data
• Begin Developing Y=f(x) Relationship
• Determine Process Capability and Sigma Baseline
Analyze and determine the root cause(s) of the defects.
• Define Performance Objectives
• Identify Value/Non-Value Added Process Steps
• Identify Sources of Variation
• Determine Root Cause(s)
• Determine Vital Few x's, Y=f(x) Relationship
Improve the process by eliminating defects.
• Perform Design of Experiments
• Develop Potential Solutions
• Define Operating Tolerances of Potential System
• Assess Failure Modes of Potential Solutions
• Validate Potential Improvement by Pilot Studies
• Correct/Re-Evaluate Potential Solution
Control future process performance.
• Define and Validate Monitoring and Control System
• Implement Statistical Process Control & Determine Process Capability
• Develop Standards and Procedures
• Develop Transfer Plan, Handoff to Process Owner
• Verify Benefits, Cost Savings/Avoidance, Profit Growth
• Close Project, Finalize Documentation, Communicate, Celebrate
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Since 1990 Joe
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self-employed as
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Consulting, Inc.,
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The Soft Side of Six Sigma
(Continued from page 15)

•

Stretch Goals – Establish stretch goals that cannot be accomplished by
conventional management methods. In most organizations, the goals established represented such high levels of performance that the only way
to achieve them was to make significant changes in the normal ways of
doing business. These goals were initially deemed “impossible” by most
managers, which they were, using conventional approaches.

Get It Off the Ground
Fertile Soil– Six Sigma can be effective in any type of structure or culture,
however experience shows that Six Sigma projects are typically more successful in those organizational units where:
•

Line managers take an active role as Champion and Process Owner

•

A culture of involvement and improvement previously exists

Rapid and Massive Deployment – Six Sigma requires a new culture of management. In large organizations, with some history of success and maturity in
quality, it may be best to implement sweeping change as fast as possible, in
order to “assault and overwhelm” the existing approach, and give the culture
little opportunity to resist the change. For example in one organization:
•

After the announcement of the new program, business units had just two
weeks to identify their Black Belts and send them to training. Once identified, the business units lost these resources permanently, even though
they were typically among the best and brightest of the high potential
leaders in that organization. 350 Black Belts and 70 Master Black Belts
were trained worldwide immediately thereafter. As soon as those Black
Belts had completed their first round of projects, 350 more Black Belts
and 35 more Master Black Belts were trained. Even more Green Belts
were trained. Every Black Belt project had four Green Belts working on the
project team.

•

Systems were established and their implementation by the business units
(Continued on page 17)
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was mandatory. The training, software, and reporting approaches were
required organization-wide.
•

A Red-Yellow-Green scoreboard was adopted for use during CEO reviews
to monitor implementation. As projects were launched, a reporting process was instituted that gave the CEO transparency to each project.

•

Key suppliers and dealers were involved in the deployment. The scope of
this effort required an overall training investment of $30 million. The resulting projects achieved break even within 6 months, and doubled that
investment within the first year. The “double your money” success of this
initial investment provided a powerful incentive to continue the Six Sigma
program.

Match the Scope of the Effort to the Maturity of the Organization—Many organizations are relatively immature in their quality approaches, e.g., 2.5
sigma quality levels, under 200 points on a Baldrige assessment. In these
cases, a full-blown roll-out of Six Sigma, with numerous Black Belts, extensive
training in quality tools, multiple projects, etc. may overwhelm or even paralyze the organization. One philosophy of deployment is summed up by the
saying:

Walk before you try to run.
It is possible to advance to quality levels of 5 sigma using fairly simple quality
tools. This may not be sufficient to compete in some industries, and the drive
to six sigma levels will be necessary. Advancing from 5 to 6 sigma typically
requires such advanced approaches as DOE (Design of Experiments), FMEA
(Failure Mode Effect Analysis), QFD (Quality Function Deployment, or House
of Quality), ANOVA (analysis of variance), etc. Before investing in such approaches, it may be better for those organizations that are relatively immature in their quality approaches to:
•

Start with very few (if any) Black Belts. Green Belts using simple tools may
be enough to make progress in areas that are key to the business.

•

Limit the number of projects and focus them on the core of the business,
i.e., production and/or delivery of service, not administrative areas.

6σ
Joe typically helps
executives, managers
and teams to develop
plans, implement
strategies, establish
systems, design
processes, manage
projects, deliver
training, or solve
their most difficult
problems.
Joe’s specialties
include strategy
development &
deployment,
balanced scorecards,
process design and
improvement,
problem solving,
creativity, decision
making, action
planning, team
effectiveness, and
organizational fitness
reviews using the
internationally
recognized Criteria
for Performance
Excellence.
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The Soft Side of Six Sigma
(Continued from page 17)

•

Get some “wins” before making more significant investments organization-wide.

Chunk it Up
Six Sigma seeks
to make
sweeping
organizational
change… one
project at a
time.

One Project at a Time – Six Sigma seeks to make sweeping organizational
change… one project at a time. By breaking the change into clearly defined
projects it is less susceptible to the “boil the ocean” syndrome that is the
downfall of many organization-wide change initiatives. Each project is managed to ensure:
•

Limited scope and time-frame

•

Measurable objectives and reviews to ensure results achieved

•

Alignment with overall strategy

•

Clear return on investment

Limiting Scope—Each Black Belt project has a clear scope and time-frame for
achievement of measurable objectives. It is common for both to be increased
with each successive project.
Each Black Belt
project has a
clear scope and
time-frame for
achievement of
measurable
objectives.

•

Black Belts are often expected to complete their first improvement project
within 3 months The scope of this initial project should be appropriate to
the time frame.

•

Subsequent projects are broader in scope, but the aim is to complete
each one within 6 months.

•

Ideally, no project goes beyond 9 months, this includes the Control phase
at which point the improvement is implemented, handed-off and being
sustained by the line organization.
(Continued on page 19)
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Make it Pay
Return on Investment – One of the key factors that enhances the credibility
of the Six Sigma approach is that the investment in training and improvement
processes generate a significant return, i.e., it is a “pay-for-itself and then
some” approach.
It is relatively standard for Black Belt projects to generate savings of
$500,000 (before tax) These savings are expected to pay for Black Belts and
the initial investment in training of key personnel, dealers, suppliers, etc. Individual business units are often given targets to achieve results based upon
their level of investment:

6σ
It is relatively
standard for
Black Belt
projects to
generate
savings of
$500,000
(before tax)

BU Target = $500,000/project x 2 projects/year x # of Black Belts in B.U.
Most organizations initially set targets to achieve break even on the investment of resources and training. Most achieve this break even within two
years. One global company is known to have set and achieved the aggressive
goal of reaching break even on its $30 million training investment in the first
year.
To accomplish this Year 1 projects were required to have $350,000 net
benefits that could be realized in 3-6 months. No strategic projects were allowed. Black Belts were trained in two waves during the first year. The first
wave of 350 Black Belts completed projects that averaged $275,000 net,
somewhat below the target value. The second wave of 350 Black Belts was
trained 6 months later, and included key dealers and suppliers. The projects
realized larger average savings, which resulted in achieving well over break
even on the $30 million in its first year.
Accounting…Results Speak Louder Than Words—Successful projects lead to
savings and revenue enhancements that generate significant free cash flow.
This must be accounted for by creating a system to measure results
achieved, validate savings, and demonstrate the financial value of the approach.

Successful
projects lead to
savings and
revenue
enhancements
that generate
significant free
cash flow.
This must be
accounted for
by creating a
system to
measure results
achieved,
validate
savings, and
demonstrate
the financial
value of the
approach.

The accounting/financial professionals in the organization play an important
(Continued on page 20)
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The Soft Side of Six Sigma
(Continued from page 19)

role. They validate the results achieved by Six Sigma projects, to authenticate
that “Real Money” was saved and can be traced directly to the bottom line.
Having the organization’s financial/accounting professionals validate the effectiveness of the program is an incredibly valuable means of overcoming
resistance. Validated results help even the most skeptical managers begin to
recognize the value of the approach.
Strategic Alignment– It is critical that the approach for selection of Black Belt
projects ensure close alignment with the strategy of the organization. One of
the key roles for senior leaders is to select projects that will have the maximum impact on the business, and select the Black Belts to lead those improvement efforts. A defined methodology for project selection is critical. Examples include Criteria Grading Matrices, which use elements of the strategic
plan as Criteria for evaluating potential projects. Projects are often selected
based upon some variation of the following criteria. Projects should have:
•

Direct line of sight to Customer Value

•

Directly support a Critical Success Factor (CSF) in the strategy

•

Probability of contributing $500,000 before tax

Without a clear link to strategy, Six Sigma can be effective at achieving results that do not directly translate to business success. In the words of one
executive: “You may try to boil the ocean, when what you really need is to get
a boat.”
As described in the next section, over time the project portfolio will shift to
include more strategic projects, with longer-term payoff.
Communicate – What You Say Matters.
Effective change requires a communications program that effectively positions the approach, communicates results (see Make It Pay), clarifies
changes in the approach over time, and explains the policies and practices
used to address the loss of jobs. What you say, how often you say it, how
well you say it… these all matter to successful change.
(Continued on page 21)
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Program – A professional communications program is often developed in
conjunction with the CEO and strategic planning council. It involves a focused, coordinated six month communications blitz, with multi-media, in
house video, newsletters, prepared activities for staff meetings, performance reviews, etc. For the first 18 months, the three C’s are often the focus
of this communications program:
•

6σ

Clarity – clear goals and measures

•

Consistency – a consistent message by all leaders, a uniform reporting
process across the entire organization

•

Commitment – visible commitment by the entire leadership team

In some organizations, the communication program is eventually expanded to
5C’s:
•

Collaboration – to overcome the competition between business units and
the “not invented here” syndrome. Anytime a black belt project is successful, emphasis should be on rapid replication and deployment of that
solution throughout the rest of the organization.

•

Courage – willingness to follow the data, to make the hard choices, to
make decisions under pressure.

Positioning – It is important to determine how the initiative will be positioned
in the communication program.
Legacy – Experience indicates that rather than positioning the approach as a
quality improvement effort, it is best to describe it in terms of the CEO’s singular focus to transform the company and create his personal legacy…what
he/she will be remembered for in the organization’s history.
Skepticism – Like most major organizational change programs, Six Sigma
programs are initially viewed by the workforce with skepticism, as just another form of cost reduction. Since the initial goals are often to achieve break
even and recover the training investment, this is not atypical or unexpected.

A professional
communication
s program is
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change
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form of cost
reduction.
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The Soft Side of Six Sigma
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Portfolio -- From Tactical to Strategic – As soon as break even is achieved, it
is advisable to expand the focus to include longer-term revenue enhancement projects. This must be communicated, so that employees view the initiative in these terms, rather than simply as a cost reduction effort. For example, after achieving break even, you might:
•

Allow 30% of projects in the Six Sigma portfolio to be more strategic, i.e.,
will not deliver for 2-3 years, more difficult to quantify.

•

Shift communication to publicize this fact and ensure the workforce understands that Six Sigma is now focusing on these types of projects with
longer time-frames, but much greater potential, e.g., Product Development, Purchasing, etc.

•

Include a few projects that address administrative processes which are
“painful” for the majority of managers, e.g., budgeting. This will turn the
final “fence sitters” into advocates because it makes their lives easier.

•

Over time, identify process owners who are explicitly accountable to manage the critical few “Global / Enterprise Level Processes” that are vital to
the success of the enterprise, e.g., Purchasing, New Product Development, etc.

Displacement Policies and Practices – Inevitably some of the savings generated by Black Belt projects will result in loss of jobs. For this reason, a key
component of the communications program is the policy, process and messages addressing employee displacement.
One organization adopted the policy that if jobs were eliminated, people were
moved to positions of equal or greater value. To the maximum extent possible, every effort was made to minimize loss of jobs.
To ensure this focus, stage-gate review questions by senior leaders included
“What will we do with the people? How do we engage those people who need
to be moved?” Anecdotally, some individuals believe that 85-90% of the time,
(Continued on page 23)
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people felt the moves helped them.

Joe Kilbride’s “The Soft Side of Six Sigma”
will continue with part 2 of 2
in the next issue of Pursuing Performance.
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To contact Joe Kilbride via telephone or email:
Office phone: (630) 515-9882
Email: joek@kilbrideconsulting.com
www.kilbrideconsulting.com

A wish for you for peace and...

Happy Holidays!
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Where and Which Enterprise Process Performance

system variables offer your enterprise the greatest opportunity?
Process Map View

Human Asset Requirements

Performance Model View
Area of Performance:

Role

Key
Outputs

1

Key
Tasks

Roles/Responsibilities
1

2

3

4

5

Knowledge/Skills
Typical
Perf. Gaps

Prob. Gap
Cause

dE
dK
dI

Attributes/Values

Role

2
Role

3

Data/Information

<
=

Materials/Supplies
Tools/Equipment
Facilities/Grounds

Role

Budget/Headcount

4
Role

Culture/Consequences

Role:

5

Environmental Asset Requirements

Let EPPIC help you get your human resources performance enabling
systems aligned to the enterprise processes and metrics!

www.eppic.biz

The EPPIC Web Site
“Gopher” more
at eppic.biz

We have over
80 resources and references
for you on the EPPIC web site,
including...

Articles
Presentations
Job Aids and Tools
and Templates
•

•

•

@ www.eppic.biz
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...an introduction to...

BPTrends.com

The Business Process Trends Communities Matrix

Business Process Trends…the place where business and IT managers, vendors and consultants
come to find relevant and timely news and information focused on trends, directions and best
practices in business process change.
BPTrends Mission & Goals
Paul Harmon, well known and respected market
analyst, newsletter editor, consultant and author,
and Celia Wolf, business strategy and marketing consultant, founded Business
Process Trends to provide a primary source of news and information relating to
all aspects of business process change, focused on trends, directions and best
practices. The goals of Business Process Trends are to:
•

Educate and Support the Market, including software and hardware vendors, consulting companies, users, standards organizations and other
service providers.

•

Communicate and Exchange Information about what users are doing,
what technologies vendors are developing and delivering, what methodologies are working and what trends and standards are emerging.

•

Coalesce and Cooperate through presentation of varying points of view
and opposing perspectives on current trends and directions in a rich
content environment.

BPTrends
Monthly
Newsletters,
Advisors and
Updates are
available to
anyone who is a
member of the
BPTrends
community.
Join for free at:
www.bptrends.com

•

Standardize and Support Best Practices across all segments of the market engaged in Business Process

Membership in BPTrends is FREE. If you haven't already become a member we
urge you to join the BPTrends community to make sure you receive their
BPTrends Monthly E-mail Update, the BPTrends Monthly E-Mail Advisors and
the BPTrends Spotlight.
Celia Wolf, CEO/Publisher
Paul Harmon, Executive Editor/Analyst
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The PACT Processes
for T&D

WOW! The 74th CAD Project ...since 1982
I never thought that my professional life would revolve around one
type of consulting effort...but that is what CAD — Curriculum Architecture Design, seems to be for me. I just finished my 74th Curriculum Architecture Design project since 1982!
It was the 2nd for this client at this company, another Fortune 100
firm; the last CAD was done over 5 years ago! At her previous firm I
had conducted another two, for her and others.
This project went after the “training/instruction” requirements via
a “process perspective” versus the typical “performer perspective.” Most CADs are intended to look at everything needed to support total job performance. This one looked at certain key roles but
was limited to the one key (but major) business process.

P erformance-based
A ccelerated
C ustomer-/Stakeholder-driven
T raining & Development
SM

The entire 4-Phase effort was conducted between October 21st
and December 10th, 2004.

©2002 EPPIC, Inc.

The ISPI 2005 Spring Conference will be held in
Vancouver, British Columbia in April

43rd Annual International Performance Improvement Conference
Process, Practice, & Productivity
Pan Pacific Hotel, The Fairmont Waterfront,
and Vancouver Convention & Exhibition Centre
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
Invest in Six Days of Unparalleled Performance Education!
HPT Institutes: April 10-12
Workshops: April 11-12
Conference: April 12-15
For more info see: www.ispi.org
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Trust — doesn’t come easily.
Experience — doesn’t come quickly.
Guy W. Wallace’s consulting clients since 1982
...
…
while at Svenson & Wallace Inc. (1982-1997) and CADDI Inc. (1997-2002) and EPPIC (2002 to today)

Including 3 of 5, and 4 of 10, and 12 of 50, and 18 of 100,
and 29 of the current Fortune 500 (as of 3/04)
2000—Today
Abbott Laboratories, AMS, Eli Lilly, Fireman’s Fund Insurance, General Motors, GTE, Johnson Controls,
NAVSEA—Norfolk Naval Shipyard, Siemens Building Technologies, and Verizon.

1990—1999
Abbott Laboratories, ALCOA, ALCOA Labs, Alyeska Pipeline Services Company, American Management Systems, Amoco, AT&T Network Systems, Bandag, Bank of America, Baxter, Bellcore Tech, British PetroleumAmerica, Burroughs, CCH, Data General, Detroit Ball Bearing, Digital Equipment Company, Discover Card, Dow
Chemical, EDS, Eli Lilly, Ford, General Dynamics, General Motors, H&R Block, HP, Illinois Bell, Imperial Bondware, MCC Powers, NCR, Novacor, Occidental Petroleum Labs, Spartan Stores, Sphinx Pharmaceuticals,
Square D Company, and Valuemetrics.

1982—1989
ALCOA, ALCOA Labs, Ameritech, Amoco, Arthur Anderson, AT&T Communications, AT&T Microelectronics,
AT&T Network Systems, Baxter, Burroughs, Channel Gas Industries/Tenneco, Dow Chemical, Exxon, Ford,
General Dynamics, HP, Illinois Bell, MCC Powers, Motorola, Multigraphics, NASA, Northern Telecom, Northern
Trust Bank, and Westinghouse Defense Electronics.

Guy W. Wallace has been in the T&D field since 1979 and a training and performance improvement consultant since 1982. His clients over the years have included
over 35 of the Fortune 500, plus NASA, BP, Novacor, Opel, and Siemens.
He has analyzed and designed/ developed training and development for almost
every type of business function and process. He is the author of three books, several chapters, and more than 50 articles. He has presented more than 50 times at
international conferences and local chapters of ISPI, ASTD, and at IEEE, Lakewood
Conferences, the Conference on Nuclear Training and Education, and at the
Midwest Nuclear Training Association.
He has served on the ISPI Board of Directors as the Treasurer on the Executive
Committee (1999–2001) and later as the President-Elect for 2002-2003, and
President for 2003-2004.

EPPIC’s Guy W. Wallace, CPT

Guy’s professional biography was listed in Marquis’ Who’s Who in America in 2001.
He was designated a CPT — Certified Performance Technologist in 2002.
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EPPIC Inc.
Achieve Peak Performance
to protect and improve the enterprise
EPPIC — Guy W. Wallace
guy.wallace@eppic.biz

www.eppic.biz

We can help you performance-orient the business systems
that enable the human side of your
enterprise process performance, including:
performance-based

Recruiting & Selection systems,
Training & Development systems,
Appraisal & Performance Management systems,
and Compensation systems
If your current Master Performers can do it, why not everyone else?
1/4/2005

